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INTRODUCTION

Various errors that have been encountered in analytical

•pectro-chemistry have been discussed by several authors (15,

10). However by using the best technique, most of these err-

ors may be reduced to a level comparable with or superior to

the chemical wet methods for determinations involving lower

concentrations of the elements investigated.

In the statistical study of the correlation between the

concentration of the minor elements in plants and the metab-

olism and growth of these plants, the rapidity of the stand-

ardized spectrocheraical determination far outweighs the in-

convenience of setting up these standards. ALthough phosphor-

us in plants slightly exceeds the optimum percentage for most

accurate spectrographs determination, sufficient accuracy

can be obtained through special spectro.;;ra, hie technique. It

was thought desirable, therefore, to develop an accurate pro-

cedure for the determination of phosphorus in concentrations

encountered in plant ash, giving special attention to the ef-

fect on the accuracy of varying amounts of calcium and potas-

sium also present in the plant.

Smith (17) has stated that the presence of constituents

other than the one under investigation has no effect on the

line intensity due to the latter constituent. That this is

not true, especially for larger quantities of the extraneous

elements (greater than one per cent), has been demonstrated

by several investigators (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 20). It was con-



•idered, therefore, quite likely that the concentration of

.3iua end potassium found in plants would cause consider-

able effect on the line intensity of phosphorus, This in-

vestigation attempted to disclose the presence and extent

of the effect of these extraneous elements, and to obtain

data upon which a method to correct such errors could be based*

SURVHX OF LITERATURE

Tsyoan and Hitchen (19) through a study of the influence

of copper and iron on the line Intensities of cobalt and nickel,

have suggested a direct examination of the unknown raatorial to

obtain a first approximation of the concent atlons of the con-

stituents. Using this approximation, they obtained a set of

working curves whioh showed the influenoe of the variation of

one of the constituents present on the line intensities of the

other*

Another method of overcoming the effects of extraneous

elements was used by Duffendack, Wiley and Owens (8) through

their discovery that the influence of the extraneous element

on the ratios of the intensities of the test element to the

internal standard reached a maximum value* They added to

their standard solutions and unknown a sufficient amount of

the extraneous element to reach this BaxiBum.

A systematized approach to the effect of one element on

the line intensities of another has been made by other workers,

who have atteopted to establish (5) an ordered arraageaent of

the elements ouoh that those elements above a certain element



will repress its line intensity, and those below will enhance

it. Cora. Heating factors prevent this series from being as

successful as its electromotive counterpart. One such factor

is the variation in the arc and spark conditions maintained

by various observers, especially if the lines chosen differ

markedly in energy requirements. Brode and Ap; leton (2) have

demonstrated that the extraneous element may affect certain

pairs of the probe and Internal control lines, and not affect

others. Any attempt, therefore, to obtain a reproducible ser-

ies of the elements would necessitate a strict definition of

the excitation conditions of the arc, and the excitation re-

quirements of the lines of those elements.

The effect of extraneous anions on line intensities has

been studied by Brode and Hodge (4), and by Brode and Broun-

ique (3). They have concluded that, in a series of compounds

of common cations and various anions, the line intensity of the

cction was more sensitive "or the lower boiling point compounds.

Duf.'endack, V,'iley, and Owens (ft) suggest that all salts should

be converted to a single acid radical, preferably one produc-

ing a low boiling point compound.

Still another method of overcoming the effects of extran-

eous elements is the use of a spectroscopic buffer. Hess, Owens,

and Relnhardt (11) described this buffer as the added amount of

a suitable salt which eliminated the effects of extraneous el-

ements upon the analysis, and permitted the use of the same

analytical curves for samjjles which differ in composition. A

spectroscopic buffer must not be one of the test elements, and



should have a low excitation potential* Oth m§

i&ioh will . necessary in making a proper

choice.

In reviewing the rari on the effects of

ienents, it would seer

i" side of which the

feots are nearly c nrtaftl (0, 14j 1 }. /vrtheroore, tl*e ef-

fc jd may itlior positive or negative in their in-

fluence r of tlit© lino of the test c at# ihe

fr overoi 3 errc
i

. js have

been applied to this special problem Jablish. a suitable

pt«Ooe<
i to analysis o iphoru .

80 ::jtal procedure

Btsor: i of Apparatus

A I ctrof-yaph of the Littrov to

in Hate I, was employed in this lnrestigetlee* it is provided

with int

of refractive index 1, the other system usee quar : ; ..

The quarts systen was in this research in order to include

the speotral region of the phosphorus line lnv d. The

prism has a height of S7 ran, and a refr. face of 96 mra,

which uses the full aperature of the lens* The lens is 70 am

In diameter and has a focal lenct 7 mm. This lencth of

refracting face is maintain 1 for full resolvinc

by ato_ down the aperoture in the vertical dine ly.







Full aporature was maintained throughout this research.

The spectrum produced by the quartz optics, 2100 to 8000

A.U., covers three ten-inci ; however, the adjustments

are so arranged that seven otiir positions are also available.

To change from one region to ...aether necessitates the rotation

of the prism, movement of the A lens to , nov; focus,

and a change in the tilt of to. The first t Juat-

nents are co-ordinated b ., which causes the ,rl

to rotate as it is forward or back in focusln .

The dispersion of this instrument for the quarts optics

is 2.7 A.U. per KB lit 2535 A. U. This is sufficiently hi;;h to

separate the phosphorus line f hose of in I leraents.

The slit Is bi-lateral, and is protected in front from external

injury by a quartz plate.

Data obtained by use of the step sector disc made possible

the plotting of the characteristic density versus 3,1 osure

curve of the photographic plate at the wave length of the phos-

phorus line. The step sector was placed between the light source

and the slit and adjacent to the latter. The an ths

vary from one step to the next longer one in the constant ratio

of 1 to 1.5.

Interchangeable with this disc is an adjustable sector on

the motor mount. This sector was used uO adjust the light

: osure for the various concentrations of the phosphorus. The

disc is adjustable from zero to 120 degrees o ena d-

uations indicating fractional openings. It is to be noted,



however, that the fraction ig oorre to one is

an actual opening of 180 do of a circle, and therefore

•lions only one-half of the incident I .x>u$u

To avoid confusion in this research, where a seotor open

is referred to, the fractional open ted on the dieo

have bean divided by two in order to indicate tho actual frac-

tion of the incident ligftt which passed | zhe sector.

The optical density of the I were measured by an

Allied Research Lshor&tories-D.letert densitometer of the pro-

jection typo (4), as shown In Hate II. In this densitcootor,

a slit, 0.012 by 1.1 an, is placed on the emulsion side of the

plate and noved over the spectral line by moans of a notor

driven taannlng earrlage* A projection Imp supplied with a

6 volt, CO cycle voltaic regulated input produces constant

illumination, which is foouaed by a lens through the slit and

plate to a vacuum photo-cell. The current produced is ampli-

fled by a bridge circuit to actuate a galvanometer. A sect:i

of tho plat© is projected oirailtanooucly on the screen. In oper-

ation, the scanning nooh- nl«m was rotated until the slit waft

perfectly aligned with the spectral line. Then the plate was

moved until a clear j>ortlon was projected between the dots

Barked on the sorecn. The scanning handle was then pushed and

the moter adjusted to 100. The line was scanned in a similar

manner, and the ainimum reading gave the per cent transmission.

The galvanometer reading was corrected by means of the cali-

bration curve described in a later part of this paper. Check
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PLATE II



readings gave results wiilch agreed within a fraction of a per

at transmission.

The source of excitation wt irect current generator

maintained at a potential of 1.20 volts, A ballast resistor

was g&MA in series with the
I rator to maintain a steady

current of about eight amperes.

Choice of P osphorus Line

The line of t ... . ^ctrum corresponding to a

wave length of 2535.7 A.U. has been reported (6) sensitive to

0.005 milligram of phosphorus on the electrode, and is ivL-.tive-

ly free of interfering lines of other elements. In order to

plaoe this line near the center of the plate, position 7 was

chosen. This position had been recently checked on the Littrow

by exposin iron spectra at various foci, holding the tilt

constant; then at various tilts holding the focus constant.

The corrected position was at a focus setting- of 154, and a

tilt of -J04. Table 1 lists the lorus line together with

lines of the interfering elements. It is to bo noted that

although there is very little separation in certain of the wave

lengths, the instrument used gives sufficient dispersion to

permit good ae;. ration of these lines. The only one whioh might

interfere is the iron line at 2535.7, but the alternate phos-

phorus line at 2534.0 might be calibrated for samples contain-

ing a considerable amount of iron. None of these interfering

elements caused difficulty in tills research, and the internal

standard element (cobalt), which was finally chosen, had a
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line easily separated by the speot: h.

Table 1* Lines of elements th. -'ere with phosphorus line
of wave loncrfch 2535.7 A.U.

WT'l Til' Hit T* vat

Element t

'i,4 iT.'i.tf 'i irn'1'iww

,
L,ine (A.U.) : MMp&.tlon

phosphorus 2535.7

silver 2535.3 0.4

cobalt 2533.8 1.9

iron 2535,6 0.1

mercury 2536.5 0.0

manganese 2533.1 2.6

titanium 2535.9 0.2

platinum 2536.4 0.7

nlokel 2536.0 0.3

tantalum 2536.6 0.9

Preparation of iileotrodes

The standard commercial electro ipplied by the Na-

tional Carbon Company wore found to be free of all pertinent

ele. :-q used throughout thi ^oh. The 5/16

inch carbon i out into one inch lengths. The ends of the

anode ,ed like a crater, 1.5 m deep (Fie;. 2 ) • B>

ends of the cathode a Shaped ;, on the end of

which extended a cylinurieally shaped projection about 1 am In

diameter, and 3 mm in length (Fie, 1). Tills latter projection

was found useful In preventing wandering of the arc, and In
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penetrating the. hard crust of the dried sample to enable

totting an arc.

The crater of the anc Gol~

ution of carnauba wax in carbon tot^.-ciiLoride and dried in an

air oven for 15 minutes at 100 dftgvees ^ade.

Introduction of la on Electrodes

To increase precision, three electrodes were ran for each

solution, and this number was increased at doubtful points, A

0,1 nl volume of the sample was introduced on the cooled elec-

trodes by means of the AKL pipette, shown in Plate III. The

diameter of the orifice was I UfttU f*W drops were re-

quired to give this volume. The volume of this sample was de-

termined by weight until it was definitely established ti

four drops cave a volume of 0.1 ml, with a variation of less

than one per cent.

The electrodes were Kgftifl ^i^ced in I l» oven en* dried

for thirty minutes at 80 dc I Gent: ; then the temper-

ature was maintained at 100 A I Centigrade for Ml

period of four hours.

Preparation of Phosphorus Standard

While any range of phosphorus concentrations could have

been used for this study, it was considered sufficient to

include those concentration red 1 -lc

studies of plants, These conce; ions conformed to the



IXflUWfflOg! Of H«A?E III

AUied f*»8©nrGh Laboratories pipette.
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standard solutions made up by the Federal Soft Wheat Labor-

atory (13), which included concentrations of the element

found in flours, bran, wheat end grasses. That laboratory

used potassium dihydrogen phosphate to prepare the standard

solution for the elements potassium and orus, but in

this research it was necessary to use meta phosphoric acid to

prepare the phosphorus standard. A standard solution of 6.45

grams of meta phosphoric acid per liter was prepared, cor-

responding to 2.5 milligrams of the elemental phosphorus per

milliliter. For a preliminary study of the phosphorus line

density, the dilutions given in Table 2 were used.

Table 2. Working concentrations of phosphorus as used in the
preliminary tests.

Sample : Phosphorus standard ; Water : Phosphorus on electrode

1 1.0 milliliter 3 ml 0.03 milligram

2 1.5 2.5 0.09

3 3.0 1.0 0.18

Determination of Exposure

To determine the effect of one extraneous element on

the phosphorus line only, Gerlach's internal standard method

(9) had to be temporarily abandoned In favor of Slavin's

total energy method (16). In this method, the light energy

is integrated by the photographic plate over limits which are
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certain to include the total valorisation of the test el nt.

Sample 3 fW« Table 2 was introduced on the electrodes,

prepared as described, and completely vaporized in the arc

while movlne the plate at five second intervals. The AKL

densitometer was used on the 2535,7 A.U. line produced, and a

clear plate reading was obtained at the fourth spectrum, cor-

responding to a cumulative exposure of fifteen seconds. Due

to the inertia of the emulsion of the plate, however, it was

estimated that com lete volatilization of the largest sample

of phos.Jiorus took place in twenty seconds.

To allow for delay in volatilization of hosphorus re-

sulting from the presence of the extraneous elements, skxty

conds was taken as a standard volatilization period. Var-

iations in exposure were produced b means of the variable

rotating sector. These variations, together with the varia-

tions in the concentration of the phosphorus, are listed in

Table 3,

From the calibration of the plate, vhich followisin the

next section, the optimum density of the hosphorus line was

found to be about 1.0 when th: ition of an extraneous ele-

ment decreased the density of that line. Therefore the indi-

cated sector to produce this density with a 60 second exposure

is seen to be sector 1 for 0.03 milligram of phosphorus on the

electrode; sector § for 0.09 milligram; and sector 5/16 for

0.18 milligram.

In addition to exposure conditions, the spectral purity

of the meta phosphoric acid was ascertained by this plate.
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Tabic . ion of if standard phosphorus

dOH

HlgVMB I

i i—<^m i m i

—

moi

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.09

0.09

0.09

0,18

0.1C

0.18

1

I

I

1

I

1.00

0.92

0.29

1.40

1*00

0.54

1.48

1.10

O.GO

Calibration of Plate

It was desired in this research to determine the effect

on the line intensity of orus by the addition of extran-

eous elements. This intensity was integrated over I 60 second

osure and measured by the blackenlnc effect produced on an

Eastman 33 j hotocra Mo plate. Uila blackening was quantita-

tively measured as optic*! density by an AHL densitometer* and

found to be pro; -optional to the lor? of the intensity within a

con U range of Intensities. As Ion; as the I ns

of e:c osure wave limit those oroduoed a density on

this tit line portion, a chance In tho intensity of the

11 lit was accurately measured by a change in the optical :ty
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In this rose , r, 1 discovered that ov<.

st with the 09 density on the I ht lino or-

tlon, the extraneous ole the Intensity of th©

tspheru* lis toe of the D/iM carve. To obtain

an accurate measure of t 3Ssion of the Intensity In

aer concentrations, It was necessary to correct the dc m

cities of I es by means of a D/log E curve obt inod

fron known relative intensities of 11 t, Those relative

Intensities were obtained as previously descrl >y means of

a rotating step sector in front or the slit of the spectro-

graph* This sector, as well as the v otor, was rote

ed well above the wtnlaw interruptions per second specified

by fc'ebb (31).

Eastman 33 plates were exposed to an iron spectrum in

position seven. After exposure they were developed for five

minutes In Eastman Xray developer idil. It 2) at a temperature

of GO degrees Fahrenheit, They were then washed for 15 seconds

and fixed for 10 minutes in Eastman Aold Hyi>o i I some tea*

peraturc, Aftor fixing. ttMl lates were wash s- If

hour, squeegeed, and oarefully dried in a dust free current

of air. fe&i phfttBrsphio prooess was c refully duplicated

fol te exposed during this resc

The densities o the linos of various step exposures in

the region of 2536 A,U, were determined by means of the AHL-.

Di I densitometer. This region in whlc -'us line

.

.; 'ioo : .-. c oson eoa •« tf Um v; ±>i. .ti • o,' the late



wi wavelength (14). These densities wore plotted

•SB* 1- o* the Bp sector openings as shown

In Fie. 3, >:l lines were u3ed in this in to che

tiie slope, and to cover .ter range of exposure .

Two raetl:- t applyii libration curve to data

wore uaod. One method used the calibration curve in Fig. 3

directly. The g lv uonetor readings of the AHL densitometer

were converted to density v , jid accepted as correct for

the range 0.4D to 1.3, For density values bolow 0,45, tho

ordinate correspondinc to this value on the curved too •

replaced by the corrected ordinate on the straltfit dotted line.

Another method found to be raore convenient in oert n

oases corrected the galvanometer readings directly by us:

Fig. 4. This graph was obtained by plotting the observed

galvanometer road -ncc ist tho corrected valuo that would

make tho D/lc arvc linear. 11 values of the calvanometer

readings below 30 wore found to correct, e; for m

treoely dense It—, whloh wero avoided during this re3c

It Is to be noted from Fir. 3 that relatively hi£h den-

sities are linear for astaan 33 plates, but tho ealvan-

oaeter readings were not as accurate eavier %tim .

As a oamproalse for these inaoouraole ,
> convenience

in avoiding background correction, the den3lty of tho heaviest

lino was adjusted to 1. . 3s4kground errors are reported (14)

not rreat if the line densities are hlghj and background den-

sity is low. There was pw lly no background c m in

region of the .7 A.U. lino, and all plates showing fog
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were discarded.

Effect of Potassium on Intensity of Phosphorus Line

In the determination of the effect of the extraneous

elements, potassium ealcium, on the line intensity of

phosphorus, two results were desired. In one it was desired to

determine and correct the effect of the extraneous elements

in the concentrations found in materials to be analysed. On

a more theoretical basis it v/as also desired to determine and

correct, if possible, the effects of these extraneous elements

in concentrations far beyond those occuring in any materials

for which the concentration of phosphorus was to be deter-

mined. Therefore, a r n ;e of from 0.025 to 2.5 milligrams of

potassium on the electrode was obtained by preparing one po-

tassium standard containing 100 grams of potassium per liter,

and another by diluting this standard 1 to 10. The standards

contained 21,025 and 210.25 grams of potassium chlo: " -er

liter of solution. Those potassium solutions were added to

the various phosphorus solutions according to Table 4. Suf-

ficient water was added to each solution t give a total vol-

ume of four milliliters, as before. A 0.1 milliliter of each

Maple ed to the prepared electrodes, and the regular

spectrographs, photographic and densitometeric procedure was

followed. A photographic positive enlargement of the signif-

icant region of the phosphorus line is shown In Plate IV. All

of the lighter lines were corrected to linearity, and the three



BULANATXOil GF .

The twelve spsetrogretas shown in tliis plate were pro-

duced froa a constant .
. '.ligrara sanplc of .hos-

phorus on the electrode, t&th the increasing quentities

of potassium as follows* apootrograjas 1-3, niur

.ma of potassiunj spectrograms 4~G# 123 nlcrograias of

potassiun; spectrograms 7-9, 251 niorogrsns of potassium;

and spsotroffPSBS 10«»13§ 603 raiorooHBBS of potassiim#

The resulting repressing offoot on the phoaplicrus lino

of wave fc»*g*i 3535.? a.u., is shown fcy the dls&nl9b»

inc of the intensity of this lino at position . .
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PLATE IV
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Table . Various §im added tc ,.

solutlo; .

.Secmle t -Jtemdard
* asu K 1 Log die

1 0.10 ml ail.
.

2 0. 62.5 1.

3 0.50 "
. • A.

4 icr. .3

* 1.00
. .

6 1.00 nl con. 8S00.0 3.4

duplicate sa f0r eaoh oonoor j^
wuj known to

in error, Th" uoed U or « Waller value

than that re; in enot ~rt of t: per. She ver-

sion in the density or? lorus lino with increasing

aB0untG **» era; ly in Fi . . As would

be expected, • given small amount of potassium has the ere t-

•st
| : on the 0.03 \ jnm Maple of phosphorus, but the

higher concentrations ormon raaxi:

effect on all t: ,

#

lection of Xnt Control

Slavin's total one >thod (16) was used in the spect

ari •

| «Hd It was found that tho

presence of potassium had a nar&ed effeot on the line intensity

of phosphorus, independent of any variation in spectre lo
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Fig. 5. Effect of potassium on line intensity of phosphorus.
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or ;:.ot;o^}Mc procedure. 31avin considered only nd

differential volatill rnini -esslnc effect

of an easily vaporised extran. U The enhancement of

tlie toot element by certain extra - elements was not ex-

plained. Other worliers (9, 12) have considered illative ex-

citation pote I of the elements as influenoinc the in-

tensity of the test el t the time it is excited in the

arc. Langstroth and Moll o (1 not only must t:

mec i responsible for the release of material fron the

electrode be considered (as does the total energy method),

but also the behavior of the material stall the inter-electrode

di. . Thin behavior, he explains as the transport

pbenon na in the re and spark* may bo described si s variation

in the intensity or o location of tt

atom relative to the inter-electrode axis. Ow relative dis-

tribution of this intensity de. not Only o- tht .1 ion

potentials and mas cs of o. enent, but also on the ioniz-

ation potentials of other . nt between the electrodes.

If I tea* of the extraneous element ax ion-

ised I sn the tost elemr ,,, -urlbution of the

test elenent falls off more shcrply tdSSJifl the unloaded elec-

trode than it does when the easily ionized sttSids*

Since ouly a section of the distance between electrodes is

fM on the slit, both onhancenent and on of line

intensity is aocounted for by this shift In distribution in

the presence of extraneous slsosnts. This work indie Jhe
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necessity for the use of a spectroscopic buffer, and provided

certain qualiflections for that buffer and of the intern: 1

standard element.

Using the total energy method, it was desirable but not

essential that the internal standard have the sane boili:

point as the phosphorus. Considering the transport phenom-

ena (16), however, it was desirable also that they have as

nearly as possible the same ionization potential. In addition,

it was desirable to have an internal standard having nearly

the same mass as phosphorus.

Separate from the transport phenomena, it was desirable

to choose a line close to, but not interfering with, the

phosphorus line. Furthermore, the excitation potentials of

the phosphorus and the internal standard lines should be as

nearly equal as possible. Table 5 lists the internal stand-

ards tested, and their respective es and ionization po-

tentials.

Table 5. Possible internal standards for phosphorus.

: Ionization : Atomic : V/avelength : Relative
.Element i potentials : wei ;ht ; A.U. ; intensity

Phosphorus 11.0

Arsenic 10.5

Cobalt 8.5

Tin 7.5

31.0 2535.7

74.9 2456.5

58.9 2544

118.7 2546

100

100

40

100



The Ionization potential of arsenic is favorable, and the

mas. ratio is not too high; however, the only line of compar-

able intensity with the horus line lies too far from it

on the .1, te. Upon exposing a plate it was discovered that

even this line was too faint at the exposure conditions re-

quired for the phOS horus & '.nation.

The tin was chosen slble internal standard in

te of its undesirable characteristics, because it had been

(18) as a suitable simultaneous standard for boron, man-

I ose and magnesium. The spectroscopic buffer used in this work

undoubtedly compensated for some of the undesirable behavior of

the line, as shown in Fig. 6. This behavior was to be expected

from the high mass ratio as compared with phosphorus, and also

its low ionization potential.

Cobalt presented a. more favorable mass ratio, and a high-

er ionization potential. Furthermore, exposure conditions cor-

responding to that for phosphorus, produced a line of compar-

able density and excitation potential.

U:iag 0*8 milligram of cobalt on the electrode, a line

whose density was 0.T3 was produced using a 60 second exposure

at 5 sector o; ;. Varying quantities of potassium were

added to this constant quantity of cobalt, and, following the

procedure, the effeot of the potassium on the line

Intensity of cobalt was obtained as shown in Fig. 7. It is

thus noted that potassium produce; >opression on the line

intensity of cobalt, qu ntitatively similar to its repressing
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I* 1.8 2.4
Log micrograms potassium
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effect on phosphorus. 'Hie cobalt, therefore, should make a suit-

able internal standard for horus, provided that variations

In the concentration of phosphorus do not cause too great a var-

iation in the intensity of the cob: It line.

Tliis latter effect Ml determined by using a constant 0.2

UTtgW s 1 of cobalt on the electrode, and varying the

amount of phosphorus. The effect produced is shown in Fig. 8.

It is seen that, while an enhancing effect is produced, the ef-

fect is nearly constant for all concentrations of phosphorus*

Varying quantities of potassii ltd tc a constant

quantity of 0.1 milligram of cobalt and 0.03 milligram of phos-

phorus on the electrode, The densities of the cobalt and phosphor-

us lines as well as their ratios were plotted against varying

quantities of potassium added, as shown In Fig. 9. It is seen

that the internal standard procedure greatly Improves the con-

stancy of the phosphorus line, but a considerable repression is

still encountered. A much greater improvement was obtained by

the subsequent use of a buffer described later in this paper.

Effect of Calcium on Intensity of Phosphorus Line

Following a procedure similar to the one described for us-

ing potassium as the extraneous element, two standard calcium

solutions were prepared. One contained 5 milligrams of calcium

per milliliter (13.85 grams calcium chloride per liter), and the

other contained 0.5 milligram of calcium per milliliter, obtained

by diluting the first solution 1 to 10. These oalc lutions
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v/ere added to the phos horus standards according' to Table 6.

Sufficient water was added to each solution to give a total vol-

ume of 4 milliliters, and a 0.1 milliliter of each sample was

added to the prepared electrodes.

Table 6. Various quantities of calcium ad ed to phosphorus
solutions.

'

: Microgns calcium J Log nicrogms
3anr>le : Calcium standard : on electrode

,

: potassium

0.49

0.79

1.10

2.10

1 0.25 ml Oil. 3.1

2 0.50 6.2

3 1.00 12.5

4 1.00 ml con. 125.0

The variation in the density of the phosphorus line with

increasing amounts of calcium is shown in Fig. 10, The effect

of the calcium on the phosphorus is seen to be very slight, es-

pecially in those concentrations ordinarily found in plant mat-

erial* However since cobalt is proposed as a suitable internal

standard for phosphorus, it was desirable to determine the effect

of calcium on the line intensity of cobalt.

Us ng a constant 0.1 milligram quantity of cobalt on the

electrode, the crlciu : content was varied, and the electrodes

arced 60 seconds at a 3/16 sector opening. Figure 11 gives the

resulting effect produced by the calcium on the cobalt line.

It is seen that the calcium produces an enhancing effect on

the cobalt line. In the absence of a buffer, therefore, unde-

sirable ratios of the cobalt to the phosphorus 1 nes could be
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expect the quantity of cclcium Increased.

To determine the extent of this effect, a constant quantity

of 0.1 milligram of cobalt and 0,03 milligram of phosphorus was

placed on each electrode, together with varying amounts of oal-

clum. The results of this investigation are shown in Fig. 12,

. indicate ft greater need for a suitable buffer with calcium

as the extraneous element, than when potassium alone is present.

Selection of Spectroscopic Buffer

In seeking a suitable spectroscopic buffer, some of the

suggestions of Langstroth and McRae (12) were found helpful.

Considering the transport phenomena in the arc, they suggested

an element of low ionization potential. Such elements so great-

ly alter the transport phenomena that reasonable variations in

the extraneous element composition should not appreciably affect

it. Lithium chloride had been used previously in this labor-

atory with reported (18) success, but its use in connection

with the present problem met with inconsistent results. This

was attributed to the flaking off dur'ng the arcing process.

Similar results were obtained from the carbonate of lithium.

Following the principles suggest by Langstroth and McRae

(12), the carbonate was converted to the tartrate by the addition

of tartaric acid. It was confirmed that the organic salts form

itable layer on the electrode, and did not flake off

during the arcing process.

Eighty seven of lithium carbonate was added to 198

grams of tartaric acid to produce 213 grams of lithium tartrate.
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this quantity re-ulrc - If liters of t/atcr to dis-

solve it, produoinc • concentration of 142 milligrams of lithium

tartrate por milliliter. One milliliter of the buffer solution

was added to make up the 4 Milliliter sample for a repetition of

each previous test. The ration of all solutions v/ore dupli-

cated with one exception • It was found that one milliliter of

the oonceatiwted ealclive chloride solution produoed a rcoip*

itate with the lithium tartrate, making the pipetting of the 0.1

milliliter Sample ihle. A 10 nlllilitor sample of the

lithium tartrate solution was titrated with the dilute calcium

chloride solution, and it was found tt . nil iliters were r -

quired to produce a preclydu te. Therefore, the maximum calcl.

conoe: on used in the presence of the buffer MS :'

. dill*

11tors Q dilute c lclura chloride solution.

The success of the buffer chosen is best shovm by the graphs

obtLined f •

. A leveling off is produce it

exception, but to a lessor in cert in cases.

Figure 13 shows a nullification of the repress?,

effect of potassium on the xorus line* A certain degree of

repression exists after the use of the buffer in the case of

cobalt, as shown in Fig. 14* However, Fig, 10 reveals the lack

of a corresponding repression in tk senco of tho phosphorus,

and a no. rly const nt ratio of (hi intensities of the cobalt

to th snliorus line is retained throughout incrc quant*

ltles of potassium.

A similar improved nt in the re ion of tho phosphorus
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line by the addition of oilciun la observed In Fig, 18. Hhe

enhancement of the cobalt line la maintained at a constant inten-

sity, as seen In Fie. !?• figure 10 shows the constat ratio of

the 1: ties of the It to the
l

orus lino wife the

varying quantities of calcium added*

Precision of Method

In some of the graphs showing the effects of the extraneous

elemonts on the lino intensity of | a curve was not

only non-linear, but at lot? concentrations a minimum repression

was evident. Although toils effect has been reported (5) front a

theoretic. 1 and experimental basis, it was do3lro to ascertain

whether this behavior was due to experimental error, or to a

combination of Independent factors. A series of forty eleotrodes

containing; the sane amount of phosphorus was given identical

exposures. Hoe density of the phosphorus line produced was

determined as before, and tabulated as shown in Cable ?. It

is seen that the standard deviation from a aean density of 0.356

is 0.028, giving a Btan&ard or or of 0.004 for the mean density

of the 40 electrode .

It Is noro significant to determ-nc the standard error for

the thm lioationa aotually run; namely, 0.016 for the mean

density of 3 eleotrodos. If a point deviated from the smooth

ourve outside the limits o.: tills standar >r, more than three

samples were arced to increase the reliability of that point.
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Tabic

. ' " "TT

7. Precision of determination of the line Intensity of
0.03 mllll osphorus sample.

Density : x :

0.039

x2# (10"'1 M Density - u~ « X2.(10-5 )

152 0.398 0.040 uo

0.347 0.011 12 0.347 0.011 12

0.367 0.009 8 0.367 0.009 8

0.398 0.040 160 0.397 0.039 142

0.398 0.040 160 0.338 0,020 • 40

0.398 0.040 160 0.357 0.001

0.337 0.021 44 0.367 0.009 e

0.337 0.021 44 0.337 0.021 44

0.398 0.040 160 0.328 0.030 90

0.337 0.021 *TS 0.367 0.009 8

0.347 0.011 12 0.3C7 0.009 8

0.367 0.009 8 0.328 0.030 90

0.398 0.040 160 0.357 0.001

0.357 0.001 0.'' C.074 547

0.337 O.i 44 o.s 0.040 160

0.387 0.029 0.398 0.040 160

0.377 0.019 36 0.387 0.029 84

0.347 0.011 12 0.347 0.011 12

0.337 0.021 44 0.319 0.039 152

0.337 0.021 44 0.347 0.011 12

Mean d<snsity =2D/N = 14. 325/40 sO.

\ Standa:rd deviation * s »fZX2/H s /3125' l0~5/40 = 0.028
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